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►►► Economy 

 

The Telegraph 
► Britain's growth prospects upgraded by European Commission 
European Commission now expects the UK to grow by 2.5pc in 2014, 
compared with a forecast of 2.2pc in November. 
 
RTT News 
► Swiss Consumption Indicator Drops In January: UBS 
Consumption among Swiss households decreased in the beginning of the 
year, reversing much of the gain seen in December, amid widespread 
weakness across business sectors, survey data released by the UBS 
revealed Wednesday.  

►►► Politics 

 

Web Pro News 
► Vitali Klitschko Running For President? 
With Ukraine’s early elections coming up in a few months, there’s already 
speculation as to who will run.  
 
Aljazeera 
► Egypt housing minister to form new government 
Egypt's outgoing housing minister, Ibrahim Mahlab, is to become the prime 
minister and form a new government tasked with organising new presidential 
elections in the next few months.  

►►► Blogs 

 
Katharina Pistor 
► Legal authority and deep power implications 
Can the European Central Bank legally act as lender of last resort to ensure 
the survival of the euro?  
 
Livemint 
► The high cost of policy uncertainty 
The damage that policy uncertainty has wreaked on business confidence 
has rarely been properly understood in India.  

►►► Currencies 

 

Daily FX 
► Dollar, Yen May Rise on Soft US Data and Pro-Taper Rhetoric 
A revised set of fourth-quarter UK GDP figures headlines the economic 
calendar in European hours.  
 
FX Street 
► GBP/USD: consolidating gains 
Little changed from previous updates, the GBP/USD consolidates its 
latest gains around 1.6690 Fibonacci level, still unable to advance albeit 
clearly bullish.  

►►► Markets 

 
MarketWatch 
► Three warning signs from higher gold prices 
It is not often the financial markets reach a consensus. No one can agree 
whether the euro zone is now fixed or just getting ready for another crisis.  
 
Businessweek 
► Europe Stocks Fall as Natural Gas Declines; China Shares Gain 
European stocks retreated from a six-year high while Chinese shares led 
gains in emerging markets. U.S. equity-index futures signaled the gauge will 
rise and natural gas extended its biggest decline in six years.  

►►► Top Videos 

 
Euronews 
► Turkish premier under fire for alleged taped evidence of financial 
corruption 
Protests erupted in Istanbul and Ankara on Tuesday after news broke of 
tape recordings, allegedly of Turkish Prime Minister… 
 
Reuters 
► In China's big cities, it's an employee's market  
Despite slowing growth and a record crop of university graduates in China 
this year many businesses are struggling to recruit workers, as higher costs 
encourage the young to stay close to home.  
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Disclaimer 
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products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
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